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over more recent years as well, but for whatever 
reason, these experiences didn’t come onto my 
radar as crises.  
I have subsequently thought about these 
conversations a little more and have concluded that 
rather than crises, I view most of these difficult 
periods as challenges, to be dealt with as best I can, 
with the information or advice provided at the time. 
Most importantly, during all of these challenging 
occasions people around me have provided 
assistance with their support. Those people 
obviously include my wife, family and friends, work 
colleagues as well as industry and professional 
advisers, all people that I have some sort of 
relationship with. Relationships with all your “take 
them for granted” contacts are the most important in 
life!   
Maintain and value relationships at all levels 
because they can help turn your crises into learning 
experiences! Learning experiences are much less 
stressful too!                                 Greg Schubert 

 

 
 

  

  

Fertiliser Global supplies and reduced shipping capacity has certainly increased the level of nervousness 
around availability of AP’s in time for the Australian winter cropping season. Thank you very much for your       
co-operation in ensuring your early fertiliser orders were placed with us.  
We continue to work away at the subsequent dispatch booking and delivery schedule to get those orders on 
farm as soon as possible. This process also has its challenges and so we seek your support in working with 
us as this plays out over the next few weeks.  
Please contact us urgently if you haven’t arranged your cropping nutrition supplies yet.   
Increased numbers of White Italian Snails are evident in both pastures and stubbles. The following notes 
provide some critical information to assist in their control and hopefully a resulting reduction in population!  
Snails are hermaphrodites - each snail has both male and female reproductive organs. Therefore, every snail 
has the potential to lay hundreds of eggs each season. Moisture, either from heavy dews or rainfall, will 
trigger snails to become active and descend from hibernation to the soil surface. Autumn rainfall generally 
triggers mating, then feeding if that moisture persists. If the soil remains moist, egg laying can commence two 
weeks after mating. Eggs hatch after 2-3 weeks. Increased autumn rainfall is the best indicator of increased 
spring populations.  
Bait’Em with a commercial bait such as Metarex Inov. As in all pesticide applications, timing and application 
efficacy is critical to the success of the program. Spreading bait prior to sowing in a clean, weed free environment 
will provide snails better access to baits and so improve results. Even coverage is essential to success! 
Bash’Em. As snails’ over-summer on any object above the soil surface to escape summer soil temperatures, 
stubble management by cabling, rolling or slashing can reduce numbers by up to 90%!        ….  cont page 2 
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• Use Seclira residual fly bait to get 

rid of nuisance flies.                        

We also have Efekto fly traps and 

replacement bait in stock. Ideal in 

stables, yards and chook sheds etc. 

• Fencing supplies in stock for all 

autumn fencing jobs. Waratah, 

Cyclone and Arrowquip yards. 

• Rossi Boots are finally back on the 

shelf. Call us for orders.   

• Advantage, Bromar and Sharman  

grain and pellet feeders in stock for 

all confinement stock compounds 

and to supplement dry paddock feed 

for breeding stock.  

• Keep up the rat and mouse bait 

stations as rodents start to look for 

cover as the nights cool. Most brands 

in stock. We also stock and supply 

bait stations to ensure pet safety. 

 

 

 

 

 
before it will be required! 
I had one of those “big event” birthdays a couple 
weeks ago. During such occasions, one has the 
opportunity to spend time with family and friends and 
to celebrate with the necessary food and wine 
sessions! Typically, the conversations during such 
occasions also ensures that there is ample time given 
for reflection and the analysis of the success (or 
otherwise) of the chosen path and life journey - to this 
point in time of course! 
I was asked to name the biggest “crisis” that I have 
had to deal with. At the time of this conversation, I 
immediately remembered some “learning occasions” 
when I was quite young.  
There have been some much bigger “lessons” arise 

Broadacre 

Quote of the Month  
 

Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one learned in school. 
                                                                                                                - Albert Einstein 

 

Please welcome our new 

Nuri store team member 

Dylan Pratt. 

 
Dylan joins us with strong 

customer service skills.  

Dylan is keen to meet you 

and assist you with all of your  

merchandise needs.  

Well, that’s the end of summer!  
I trust that you have put a little 
effort into building up the winter 
firewood pile because at the rate 
the first couple months of the year 
have gone it won’t be long 

Seasonal reminders 
• Call either store to sort your        

pre-emergent and early post em 

herbicide deliveries - it will be 

much safer stored in your shed 

than ours! Product shortages are 

predicted over the course of the 

season - stay on the front foot! 

• Clean up the rabbit population 

around the farm with Bunny Bait.  

https://www.facebook.com/farmerjohnssa
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Terrador from Nufarm. Terrador has very good activity on Mallows. It is a very cost-effective spike to use in glyphosate tank mixes for many other 
difficult to control weeds we routinely need to deal with. 
Voraxor is a new non-selective pre-plant knockdown and selective pre-emergence residual herbicide for the control of a range of broadleaf weeds. 
It will also suppress Annual Ryegrass prior to planting. It is registered for use in wheat, durum and barley crops. 
Overwatch is a new pre-emergent herbicide from FMC. Overwatch is a new group for the control of ryegrass, silver grass and broadleaf weeds 
(Bifora, Wireweed, Loosestrife and Sow Thistle) in wheat barley and canola. We expect strong demand for Overwatch in this, its first season. 
Product is available for 2021 and our agro’s will recommend Overwatch where they see it being of benefit in your rotation and weed management. 
Have a chat with our agronomy team to determine how you might be able to ramp up your weed control program by including one or more of these 
new herbicide options in season 2021! 
 
  
 

 

 

cont from page 1   For effectiveness, air temperatures should be 
above 35°C.  
Burn’Em. This is the most effective method of snail control 
pre-breeding but has a downside too, burning also destroys 
beneficial soil organisms and reduces organic matter. An 
even burn may  reduce snail numbers by up to 80-100%. 
Our broadacre agronomy team are available to discuss the 
most suitable snail control options to target these pests in 
your individual situation.  
Soil Testing has been a big focus over the last few weeks. 
We encourage anyone that hasn’t completed their soil 
testing program to sort this as soon as possible. Ideally the 
lab results should be reviewed prior to the sowing season 
getting underway. This provides an opportunity to address 
any nutrient deficiencies at sowing.  
Poor paddock performance and hay crops that draw on soil 
reserves at a higher rate might also be motivators to test soil 
nutrient status.   
Seed supplies for the forthcoming season need to be 
finalised. Most croppers will have this in hand but there have 
been some challenges in sourcing preferred canola varieties.  
New wheat varieties for 2021 include Ballista as a 
replacement for Scepter and Rockstar wheat as a 
replacement for Trojan.  
Leabrook is an ideal Compass replacement for those with a 
focus on barley, whilst Beast is a new high yielding feed 
barley.   
Kingbale IMI tolerant oats are worth consideration given the 
potential plant back issues from residual IMI applications in 
2020. Kingbale will slot nicely into paddocks that might be 
borderline in managing these plant backs and still obtain 
good control of brome and other grass weeds in hay crops.  
Please contact one of the FJ team if you are still looking to 
finalise seed supplies for your intended winter program. 
A number of new agchem products have been released for 
the 2021 season. Several will have a good fit for our region. 
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Post-harvest vine care is most important in setting up the vineyard for next season’s crop. Post-harvest vine care involves continuing to monitor 
the vineyard for water and nutrient requirements as well as replenishing vine carbohydrate levels. Provided that the vine leaves remain in 
reasonable health and the supply of water and nutrients is adequate, continued photosynthesis and nutrient uptake during the post-harvest period 
can allow vines to store carbohydrate and nutrient reserves for use in the next season. The grape crop will obviously utilise nutrients applied via 
soil or foliar application which in turn depletes the vines reserves.  
Monitoring for pest and disease activity post-harvest will also assist in identifying those areas of the vineyard that might need closer attention going 
forward. 
Take note of any Rust Mite affected blocks now to ensure these are targeted prior to budburst with the appropriate management sprays in August. 
Mite activity has increased over the last few seasons and evidence of their impact on vine health and crop yield is being felt in many vineyards. 
inserting a calendar reminder now while this damage is evident will ensure that timing of application late in winter will negate the compounding 
effect that Rust Mite have. 
Clean up under vine weeds after harvest with either Sprayseed or Basta. Irrigation applications over the growing season and some intermittent 
rain fronts have prompted some weed activity which if left unattended will reduce the effectiveness of early weed controls in the autumn. Some 
weed species have become quite well established and populations of resistant ryegrass are common across Barossa vineyards.  
Planning your ryegrass control strategies now, in consultation with our viti agronomy team will allow prompt action after the autumn break! 
Pelletised compost from Peats is a suitable mulch option for those growers that don’t have access to a belt spreader. We have talked at length 
about the benefits of mulch applications under vines over the last few seasons. Improvements in soil moisture retention, weed management and 
soil health in vineyards treated with mulch applications are clearly in better overall health at the end of the season. We can also arrange to have 
other nutrition and soil ameliorants added to mulches providing a one pass application in the vineyard.  
Gypsum supplies are also available now. It would be prudent to call either store to order your gypsum requirements sooner rather than later as 
product inevitably experiences some sort of delay just when you would like to spread it! 
Sustainable Farming Systems supply a wide range of nutrition and plant health products that are applicable to horticulture. Grapes become more 
susceptible to heat damage as they soften over the ripening period, particularly darker coloured grapes. They get much hotter than ambient air 
temperatures. Berries lose moisture and in more severe conditions may shrivel or be sunburnt, reducing yield and quality. Super Kelp helps 
reduce the impact of heat stress on fruit. It is an excellent source of cytokinins and antioxidants allowing plants to cope with heat. Managing heat 
stresses results in better yields in wine grapes by maintaining berry size as well as grape quality.  
Salinity is also quite evident in many vineyards at the moment. Mover Salt assists in removing unwanted salts from the vine root zone, improving 
soil structure, nutrient availability and reduction in sodium. Highly concentrated Mover Salt also contains Calcium and Polymaleic Acid. Polymaleic 
Acid protects Calcium enabling it to replace Sodium more effectively. This can be particularly important towards the end of the growing season or 
during periods of low rainfall when the accumulation of salts is highest. Contact one of the FJ agro’s for further info or check out the Sustainable 
Farming Systems website  www.sustainablefarming.com.au 
Trellis posts should be ordered well in advance of the anticipated use time to ensure on time deliveries. Some sizes are still experiencing lengthy 
lead times.  
Give any of the Farmer Johns team a call to discuss any viti or horticulture crop issue in more detail, relevant to your situation. 

 

 
 

Viticulture 

 

Aerial fertiliser spreading is scheduled to take place in the not-too-distant future. If you have some steep inaccessible grazing country in the 
Northern Barossa ranges we can slot an annual nutrition application in at the same time. We can also spread small seed simultaneously where 
pastures have been depleted. Planes become available subsequent to summer fire contracts. Please call the Nuri store to discuss this further.  
Small seed supplies are OK at this point in time, with only a few varieties being delayed due to processing and a small minority being in a sold-out 
position. We expect that supplies of all pasture seeds will tighten toward the break in the season as pasture renovation plans are completed and 
seed purchases are made against those plans. We encourage our clients to also be proactive in ensuring seed supplies are on farm in readiness for 
the opening rains.  
Soil tests need to be finalised with some urgency to enable an appropriate amount of time for the analysis to be returned and relevant nutrition 
orders be sorted against those results. Gypsum is available for delivery and lime applications should also be planned against soil test results 
especially for those pastures that might have been missed in previous seasons.  
Please contact any of the FJ agronomy team for assistance in maximising pasture production in your livestock enterprise.   
 

Pasture 

Viticulture 

http://www.sustainablefarming.com.au/
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Chief Operating Officer 
 

Gavin Keller 0417 886 038 

gavin@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

 

 

Murray Bridge 
 

Branch Manager 
 

Ashley Clothier 0488 128 169 

ashley@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

General Sales 

salesmb@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

 

 

Nuriootpa  
 

Branch Manager 
 

Sam Horn 

sam@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

General Sales 

sales@farmerjohns.com.au 

 
 

Farmer Johns 
53 Railway Terrace 

Nuriootpa SA 5355 

Phone 08 8562 1311 

Fax     08 8562 1966 
 

190 Thomas Street  

Murray Bridge SA 5253  

Ph        08 8532 5264 

Fax       08 8532 5284 

 www.farmerjohns.com.au 
 

All Account queries; 

Phone     08 8562 3892 
 

Di Fromm  

di@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Ally Eustace 

ally@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

General Manager 
 

Greg Schubert 0412 739 396 

greg@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Commercial Sales Manager  
 

Peter Wendt 0408 849 142 

peter@farmerjohns.com.au 

 

Agronomy and Sales   
 

Craig Kowald 0418 524 793 

craig@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Kurtis Ward 0438 488 606 

kurtis@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Mark Egarr 0409 703 175 

mark@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Randall Verco 0427 922 283 

randall@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Shaun Falkenberg 0417 887 180 

shaun@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Steve Hein 0407 769 250 

steve@farmerjohns.com.au 
 

Tim Harris 0459 230 156 

tim@farmerjohns.com.au 
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Vaccinate prior to lambing in order to provide clostridial disease and + Cheesy 
Gland protection to your flock, Glanvac 6SB12 or Glanvac 6B12 will provide 
“best practice” results for all sheep flocks. The annual booster benefits ewes as 
well as providing maternal antibody transfer to lambs.   
Cheesy Gland is endemic to Australian sheep and has ramifications for 
production and abattoir trim costing the Australian sheep industry more than 
$30M annually in lost production.  

Cheesy Gland infected sheep have been shown to have a 4-7% reduction in 
clean wool cut in the first year of infection. This difference alone will balance the 
scales well in favor of a simple treatment. Including the B12 component in the 
Glanvac shot will also stimulate the ewe’s appetite and increase energy 
production in both the ewe and growing lamb in utero. 

Although relatively unknown, the breakeven point for Erysipelas Arthritis is less 
than 1% of lambs with a clinical or visual infection (10 in 1000). Recent research 
suggests that arthritis infections are higher than that level in many flocks, making 
a vaccination economically advantageous especially as stock prices remain 
strong. Many producers have included the Eryvac vaccination as a routine part of 
their livestock management program and have seen production benefits. This 
suggests that Erysipelas Arthritis is more prevalent and should be recognised in a 
wider segment of the sheep industry.  
We recommend a Glanvac and Eryvac vaccination to all ewes to protect the 
lamb from early infection of clostridial diseases and Erysipelas Arthritis. 
A dual GLANVAC-ERYVAC VACCINATOR is available for purchase with your 
Glanvac and Eryvac vaccines enabling both products to be administered at the 
same time! 
 

Livestock and General Merch 

MultiMin Evolution is a trace mineral injection that gets cattle 
“performance ready” by improving immunity and fertility.  
Trials concluded overall herd fertility improved with higher 
conceptions achieved in the first cycle. Herd health also 
improved with a decreased incidence of pneumonia, otitis and 
scours in calves and mastitis and endometritis in cows.  
Give either Simon or Randall a call for advice on cattle health. 

 
https://www.heiniger.com.au/shed-safety 

 

 

Nutrition in the lead up to lambing is also 
important to ensure live lambs hit the ground 
and are given the best chance of survival.  
Either stock blocks or a loose lick containing 
higher levels of Magnesium should be made 
available approximately one month prior to the 
commencement of lambing.  
TPM Flock Boost Lambing loose lick or 
Performance Feeds MagPlus loose lick are 
both products that we recommend and know 
provide beneficial results for this situation.  
Please give either Simon Jones or Randall 
Verco a call to discuss all livestock nutrition 
matters and to arrange supply and delivery of 
product for your flock.  
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